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Master Your EKG Interpretation With This Comprehensive Guide!Systematic Approaches and Key

Steps for All Areas of Interpretation The purpose of this guide is to teach you to spot and accurately

interpret the abnormalities that can occur on the EKG. By the end of the guide, you will be able to

confidently navigate and interpret the complex road map of electrical activity and quickly evaluate all

the main pointers correctly. This will put you on a steady path to being able to recognize

abnormalities early and provide the best care for your patients!Covered in the

Ã¢â‚¬ËœInterpretation Made EasyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ guide are the following areas:EKG

BasicsUnderstanding the IntervalsThe 12-Lead EKGCalculating the Heart RateEvaluating the

RhythmSinus ArrhythmiasAtrial ArrhythmiasVentricular ArrhythmiasDetermining the AxisHeart

BlockSinus BlockAV BlockBundle Branch BlockMyocardial Ischemia and InfarctionAnd Much

More!This is all presented with clear explanations, photos, and diagramsDownload This Book Today

and Kickstart Your Journey to EKG Excellence!
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My family has a history of cardiac diseases. So when I came across with this book I never hesitated

to grab it. I thought EKG/ECG interpretation is difficult to learn, especially for me who has no

background in medical fields. But this book made it easy for me to understand it. The book is

packed with information on how to read EKG/ECG result. It includes also the cardiac diseases

accompanied by the abnormal EKG/ECG result. This is a very helpful guide to everyone who has

concerns in their cardiac health and also to those who are in the medical field. I highly recommend

this.

I opened this book with great excitement because I badly wanted to help my sister. When I saw all

those fancy terms and diagrams, I knew this book would be a perfect fit and it more than was! She

got so excited that she borrowed my laptop and then returned it the following day all with praises.

Really helped her out with her NCLEX studying. As for my thoughts on the books, there are lots of

pictures and diagrams so it looks like a professional textbook / study guide. Thanks Eva!

It's a little hard to absorb especially for someone like me with little or no background about

medicine. I have to reread some of the parts to really understand but I still loved the book, I learned

a lot from it. I'll definitely keep it for reference purposes. The book is very informative and the details

was thoroughly explained. I know the author tried his best to make it simple but I guess these kinds

of topics are just really complicated no matter how you simplify it.

Reading this book made me examine and guided me though the thought processes involved in

learning EKG. And what I like the most of this book is that at the end of every section there are

questions to help the reader review what he/she has read and reinforce understanding. Not just the

basic questions but also situational that would challenge the reader. It was fun to answer them.

There are also the right answers after that. The sections build on each other until I got to understand

larger concept which was really helpful to me.The illustrations were also helpful. This book makes

the reader understand EKG like no other. It's a simple yet very helpful book and recommended for

medical students or other health professionals.

Holy moly, who wrote this? There are typos and errors everywhere. I had to put it down because I

was getting so annoyed. I can't believe I even wasted 3 dollars on a book that hasn't been

proofread.



It contained a lot of illustrations and charts which really made it easy for students to follow and

understand. The guide was well-written and the information was a good compilation and it had a lot

of scientific knowledge and explanations. I'm impressed because this was one of the few detailed

guides I have seen on this topic because of the illustrations it proved to be helpful for learning and

reviewing for nursing students and physicians.

This book really helped me understand how EKGs work and explained several of the details that

goes into interpreting the particular waves. This book will make you familiarize with the EKG

concepts. Electrocardiography (ECG/ EKG) has a core function of measuring the conduction system

of the heart. This is a good guide and can be very easy to learn. So I highly recommend this study

guide for all nursing students and nurses.

I took up a paramedical course but wasn't able to finish it. My interests in medical technology is still

high. I want to read and learn more about everything in medical technology. I got interested with this

book and the content was able to satisfy me. There are a lot of useful and relevant information here

in this book. I like how it was presented with pictures. Now I have lots of information handy.
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